Home Learning
In the event of a hub closing,
Home Learning materials will be
emailed to you just as we did
during lockdown. You will receive
Home Learning tasks which will
consist of activities linked to our
learning in Maths, Literacy,
Phonics and Topic.

Follow us
‘@greenmeadschool’

Japan and The Olympics
2021

We would love to hear or see
photos of how your child is
getting on at home.
We are available on email and can
arrange telephone calls if you
require specific strategies or
advice to support your child’s
learning at home.

Please continue to access our
school YouTube channel for tutorial
videos and Topic Stories for this
half term

Physical Development

CURRICULUM
MAP

We follow an adapted PE curriculum that links to
the Key Stage 1 National Curriculum.
This term we are looking at Olympic Sports
including:




Long Jump

Mars Class
Summer 2
2021

Throwing events




Running
Team Games

We will be doing PE outside, as it is the summer
term and may be hot, please send in a change of
clothes as a PE kit (shorts, t-shirt and a change
of shoes if appropriate), a hat and some sun
cream.

Charlotte
and Becca

Barbara

Emma,
Rowenna,
Kas and
Mags

‘Every Achievement Counts’

Formal Curriculum
Areas of learning covered include:
Communication, Phonics and Reading: Understanding Literature, Recording, Writing for a Purpose, Phonics and Reading +
Mathematics and Cognition: Maths (Number, Measurement, Geometry), Problem Solving Skills + Cognition IEPs
SEMH/PSED: Zones of Regulation, Eating and Drinking, Self-Care + SEMH IEPs
Topic: Half Termly Focus on Art + Design, History, Geography, Music, Science or an author study
Physical Development: PE + Gross Motor/Fine Motor IEPs

Communication, Phonics and Reading

To explore our Geography topic, we will be continuing our
learning about factual texts. We will be building fact files and
labelling maps of Japan.
We will continue to have some key topic texts to support our
learning.
We will also continue with phonics and learning to apply our
phonetic knowledge and reading high frequency words.

Mathematics
We are continuing to consolidate our understanding of numbers and
quantities to 20 and thinking about calculation and how to use a
numberline and other mathematical resources to help us.
We will also be learning about money. There are lot of counting skills that
will link to our number lessons but also the new skill of ‘unitising’ - using 1
coin to represent many others (e.g. 5p is 5 pennies)

Communication IEPs

Topic: Japan and the Olympic Games
(Geography)
With the Olympic Games having been
rescheduled for this year, we are finally
ready to have some fun learning about
one of the oldest competitions in the
world!
We will start our topic looking at the
host country, Japan. Where is it? What
are its cities like? What are it’s
geographical features? How does it
compare to the UK?
Once a week Karen (HLTA) will lead a
lesson to explore Japanese Culture
during Tim’s (class teacher) PPA time.
For the final 2 weeks of term we will
study the Olympic games. We will learn
about their history and all the sports we
will get to see when they happen in the
Summer.

